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Abstract

This article provides an overview of mixed methods research and mixed
studies reviews. These two approaches are used to combine the strengths of
quantitative and qualitative methods and to compensate for their respective
limitations. This article is structured in three main parts. First, the epis-
temological background for mixed methods will be presented. Afterward,
we present the main types of mixed methods research designs and tech-
niques as well as guidance for planning, conducting, and appraising mixed
methods research. In the last part, we describe the main types of mixed stud-
ies reviews and provide a tool kit and examples. Future research needs to
offer guidance for assessing mixed methods research and reporting mixed
studies reviews, among other challenges.
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Mixed methods
research: primary
research approach in
which researchers
combine at least one
qualitative method and
one quantitative
method

INTRODUCTION

Mixed methods research integrates qualitative and quantitative methods, whereas mixed studies
reviews integrate qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods studies. Mixed methods have been
used for several decades in public health. For example, the Village Studies conducted in the 1960s
used mixed methods, in which ethnographic studies were combined with economic studies (64).
Over the past 50 years, the rationale for such combinations has been the same: By focusing on
only qualitative or quantitative methods, researchers may overlook important evidence. Stated
otherwise, mixing methods combines the power of stories and the power of numbers. In public
health, stories have the power to change policies (53), and statistics traditionally provide a strong
rationale to make changes.

Although mixed methods research and mixed studies reviews are not new, these two approaches
have only recently been conceptualized. The development of mixed methods has been important
in the areas of program evaluation and education since the 1980s, although the first reference
books on mixed methods were not published until the beginning of the twenty-first century (18,
26, 41, 63, 83). On the basis of a literature review of mixed methods studies (41), we propose the
following definition: Mixed methods research is a research approach in which a researcher or team
of researchers integrates (a) qualitative and quantitative research questions, (b) qualitative research
methods and quantitative research designs, (c) techniques for collecting and analyzing qualitative
and quantitative data, and (d ) qualitative findings and quantitative results.

Mixed methods are used to combine the strengths of, and to compensate for, the limitations
of quantitative and qualitative methods. We offer three main reasons for mixing methods. First,
researchers may need qualitative methods to interpret quantitative results. Second, they may
need quantitative methods to generalize qualitative findings. Third, they may concomitantly need
both methods to better understand a new phenomenon (qualitative methods) and to measure
its magnitude, trends, causes, and effects (quantitative methods). In Table 1, we present a list of
common qualitative and quantitative methods that may be combined in the form of mixed methods.
Readers unfamiliar with these terms should see Schwandt (80) and Porta (71) for definitions and
examples of qualitative methods and quantitative methods, respectively.

As an illustration, a mixed methods evaluation of mental health services in a multiethnic com-
munity combined a quantitative cross-sectional survey (a structured questionnaire) and an ethno-
graphic study (documents, interviews, and observations), which allowed for a better understanding

Table 1 Common quantitative research designs and qualitative research methods

Common quantitative research designs Common qualitative research methods
Randomized controlled trials
Nonrandomized studies

-Case-control
-Cohort study
-Cross-sectional analytic study with comparison
group

-Nonrandomized controlled trial
Descriptive studies

-Case series
-Case report
-Incidence or prevalence study without
comparison group

Case study
Ethnography
Grounded theory
Narrative approaches
Phenomenology
Qualitative description

Note: This list is not exhaustive.
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RCT: randomized
controlled trial

of survey results and the development of a new program to facilitate access to services (31). In
this example, the survey revealed an accessibility issue, but it alone was insufficient to create an
appropriate program. The combination of quantitative results and qualitative findings facilitated
the development and implementation of the program.

The purpose of this overview is to present primary mixed methods research, and mixed studies
reviews. We have structured this article into three main parts: first, epistemological background
for mixed methods; second, mixed methods research designs; and third, mixed studies reviews.
The main types of research designs and examples are provided.

BACKGROUND

Mixed methods can be conceptualized from epistemological debates between advocates of quanti-
tative methods and those of qualitative methods. These discussions are usually based on two ideal
types of epistemology, often considered as two competing paradigms (a paradigm being defined
as a normative science or institutional standard) (21, 44, 51). An ideal type is an analytical tool
proposed by Max Weber (88) and refers to the concept of “idea.” An ideal type is the grouping
of a number of characteristics that are typical of a social phenomenon. The main two ideal types
and their characteristics are (a) logical empiricism (materialism, realism, and objective arguments)
usually associated with quantitative methods, and (b) constructivism (idealism, relativism, and sub-
jective arguments) usually associated with qualitative methods. These ideal types are useful tools,
though they present a portrait that is more black and white than researchers actually do.

In this section, we briefly outline these two ideal types, their main strengths and limita-
tions, and how they help to conceptualize mixed methods research. On the one hand, logi-
cal empiricism refers to the study of phenomena in accordance with empirical laws, such as a
prevalence/incidence descriptive study, or an analytical study of the likelihood/significance of
an association between key factors (independent variables) and outcomes (dependent variables).
Specifically, causal factor-outcome relationships illustrate these empirical laws. Logical empiri-
cism derives from the nineteenth-century positivism and integrates the postpositivism critique of
the twentieth century. Logical empiricists typically (though not necessarily) propose that empir-
ical laws are informed by a theory that predates the research process (deductive or confirmatory
approach). For instance, logical empiricists may assume (though not always) that causality cannot
be established without prior normative organization of the empirical field by a logical scientific
explanation. The study of causality is then based on hypotheses that are formulated using causal
relations (the language of science according to logical empiricism).

With regard to causality, bias influences the validity of experimental and quasi-experimental
quantitative studies. Sources of bias are more or less controlled depending on the research design.
The randomized controlled trial (RCT) is a common evaluation design in public health and is
considered the most valid design to examine causal relationships, but this design may be inappro-
priate to use in certain situations (47). For example, RCTs may be less appropriate than cohort
studies to assess rare adverse long-term effects of programs: The randomization of thousands of
people may be required to detect these effects, but doing so may be impractical or too expensive.
In addition, an RCT usually provides little or no empirical evidence to explain why the effects of
public health programs vary depending on different contexts of implementation when programs
include multiple interventions and concern complex social systems.

On the other hand, constructivism refers to the exploration of complex phenomena. Using an
interpretive process, findings are contextualized, which helps investigators to understand these
phenomena better. Constructivists typically (though not necessarily) propose a theoretical model
when there is no existing model (inductive or exploratory approach). For example, constructivists
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MM: mixed methods

QUAL: qualitative

QUAN: quantitative

may assume (though not always) that there is no need to form a theory before the data collection
because theory will emerge from the data (grounded theory). Constructivism derives from com-
prehensive approaches developed by pioneers of sociology in the 1920s. Constructivist qualitative
researchers stress the importance of the socially constructed nature of reality. They underscore
the intimate relationship among the researcher, the phenomenon under study, and the context
(21). They explore historical, interpretive, and narrative aspects of phenomena in accordance with
the cultural, economic, and social context (1).

Qualitative methods have been concomitantly developed in several disciplines and use differ-
ent interpretive procedures (e.g., ethnography in anthropology and ethnomethods in sociology).
Such methods are popular in public health because they meet the needs of decision makers and
professionals by providing an in-depth understanding of complex programs (60). This knowledge
is useful for planning, implementing, assessing, and sustaining programs. Specifically, qualitative
studies provide empirical findings to explain why and how the effects of programs vary in dif-
ferent implementation contexts. However, qualitative methods have been criticized because the
findings may be specific to a particular context (knowledge not being transferable to another con-
text) or might be based on tacit interpretive procedures, which cannot be reproduced or verified
(36).

These two ideal types (logical empiricism for quantitative studies and constructivism for quali-
tative studies) help to inform the conceptual foundation of mixed methods research in three ways.
First, each type may be associated with mixed methods research. For example, qualitative find-
ings are often integrated in research examining causal relationships, where they are considered
scientifically valid arguments to generate theories or hypotheses (postpositivism). According to
Campbell (11), qualitative research evaluation is needed to propose plausible rival hypotheses
for further experimental or quasi-experimental quantitative research. Second, working in mixed
methods research teams may require some methodological openness and dialogue to solve ten-
sions between members. Researchers may subscribe to different worldviews when working in
such teams: Some members may subscribe to logical empiricism, whereas others may subscribe
to constructivism. Easing tensions may be needed at all stages of the research process (40): devel-
oping a question/protocol (planning), collecting/analyzing data (implementation), and interpret-
ing/presenting results (dissemination). Third, beyond these two ideal types, other epistemologies
are associated with mixed methods research, including pragmatism (81), constructionism (33), crit-
ical theory (24), and critical realism (48). In fact, multiple epistemologies can be associated with
mixed methods research (54), which suggests that mixed methods has the potential to become a
distinctive approach (27).

MIXED METHODS RESEARCH

This section presents the main types of designs and techniques for data collection and analysis and
facilitates the planning and appraisal of mixed methods research. Similar to Johnson et al. (41),
we consider any methodological combination as mixed methods research (MM) when it satisfies
all three conditions: (a) at least one qualitative method (QUAL) and one quantitative method
(QUAN) are combined; (b) each method is used rigorously; and (c) the data collections, and/or
data analyses, and/or results are integrated.

Therefore, we claim that the following five types of methods are not MM. First, any QUAN
method with collection or analysis of QUAL data that does not follow a rigorous QUAL approach
is not MM. For example, a prevalence survey using a self-administered questionnaire ending with
optional free comments is not MM; in this situation, researchers cannot tell why some people did
(or did not) provide comments and cannot interact with participants to enrich or explain comments
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Sequential
exploratory design:
qualitative findings
inform the quantitative
method, then
quantitative results are
mobilized to confirm
or generalize
qualitative findings

Sequential
explanatory design:
quantitative results
inform the qualitative
method, then
qualitative findings are
mobilized to interpret
or explain quantitative
results

Convergent design:
quantitative and
qualitative methods
are complementary
during data collection
or data analysis or both

using additional reflections, observations, and documents. Second, any QUAL method that collects
or analyzes QUAN data that does not follow a rigorous QUAN design is not MM. Third, the
combination of QUAN methods is not MM. Fourth, the combination of QUAL methods is not
MM either. Fifth, the juxtaposition of QUAL and QUAN methods without integration of the
data collections, data analyses, or results is not MM.

Designs

A common MM classification is based on three key types of research designs, each reflecting a
type of integration of QUAN and QUAL methods (18).

1. Sequential exploratory MM design: The QUAL method is followed by a QUAN method.
In terms of integration, QUAL findings inform the QUAN method; then, QUAN results
are mobilized to confirm and generalize QUAL findings.

2. Sequential explanatory MM design: The QUAN method is followed by a QUAL method.
Regarding integration, QUAN results inform the QUAL method; then, QUAL findings
are mobilized to interpret or explain QUAN results.

3. Convergent MM design: QUAN and QUAL methods are complementary during data col-
lection, or data analysis, or both. Integration occurs during collection, or analysis, or col-
lection and analysis, of QUAN and QUAL data as explained below.

The most common design is the convergent design. The QUAN and QUAL data collections
may be concomitant, though not necessarily. They converge for the analysis but may be con-
ducted separately when needed (in contrast with sequential designs where phase one is necessarily
followed by phase two: results from the first phase informing the data collection and analysis
of the second phase). The convergent design refers to three subtypes: data transformation,
validation, and MM matrix.

First, data transformation occurs when researchers use procedures to either quantify QUAL
data (common procedure) or qualify QUAN data (uncommon procedure) (18). For example,
quantifying QUAL data is based on a rigorous content analysis of QUAL data (52) and allows
researchers to create an additional variable, which is combined with other variables in statistical
analyses. Main steps of content analysis usually include the transformation of interviewees’ re-
sponses, or in-depth observations, or documents, or both, into values of variables using a codebook
(quantification of QUAL data), independent coding by at least two researchers, and estimation of
inter-coder agreement using a reliability measure such as a kappa score. Second, content valida-
tion studies in psychometrics are typically seen as MM research (85). For instance, Pluye co-led a
study whereby the analysis of QUAN data estimated the relevance of the information assessment
method items, and the analysis of QUAL data evaluated their representativeness. Results were
then presented in a joint table for side-by-side comparison (5). Third, for building an MM matrix,
both QUAL and QUAN data must be available for each case (57). For example, Pluye et al. (66)
studied clinicians’ searches for information: QUAL interviews were conducted with a sample of
QUAN survey respondents, which consisted of a sample of cases with complementary QUAL and
QUAN data. For each case, data were merged into a vignette. Then, a matrix was built with cases
in rows and mixed data in columns.

In addition, main variants of the sequential and convergent designs (building blocks) are mul-
tiphase and multilevel MM designs. They refer to any combination of sequential exploratory,
sequential explanatory, and convergent designs (any combination of the building blocks). The
multiphase design is characterized by a sequence with three or more phases. In contrast, the
multilevel design is characterized by two or more levels of data collection and analysis. For ex-
ample, Dagenais et al. (20) assessed intervention teams for vulnerable youths, with two levels of
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data collection and analysis: youth and team. Specifically, 441 youths completed a QUAN survey,
29 participated in a QUAL case study, and 4 teams participated in a QUAL case study. Team-level
data were interpreted to account for youth-level results.

Techniques

Researchers can use any combination of QUAL and QUAN data collection and analysis techniques
in MM. Bryman (9) conducted a literature review of 232 articles in social science reporting MM
studies. He concluded that the most common data collection techniques used in MM research are as
follows (in alphabetical order): document review, focus groups, individual interviews, participant
observation, and questionnaires. The most common data analysis techniques are as follows (in
alphabetical order): QUAL thematic analysis (7), QUAN content analysis (52), and statistical
analysis.

To portray the use of the above MM designs and techniques in public health, we carried
out an overview of MM studies in this field. We conducted an exploratory search in Medline
(through November 2012) using the following search strategy: (mixed adj method$).ti AND limit
to English or French AND limit to humans. This search led us to identify a sample of 114 primary
MM research studies in public health (the list of references is available on request). We classified
these studies according to the three main types of MM design. The most common design was
convergent (n = 63). Forty-eight studies were sequential: sequential explanatory design (n = 36)
and sequential exploratory design (n = 12). Three additional studies used a multiphase design. The
data collection techniques most often reported were semi-structured or unstructured interviews
(n = 88), focus groups (n = 48), and survey questionnaires (n = 47). In Table 2, we present the
data collection techniques by design type.

Guidance

There is a growing number of publications on MM and reference books for planning and con-
ducting MM research, such as Creswell & Plano Clark (18), Creswell et al. (19), Greene (26),
and Tashakkori & Teddlie (83). In contrast, the development of criteria for critically appraising

Table 2 Data collection methods in a sample of public health mixed methods studiesa

Mixed methods designs

Data collection methods
Convergent

(n = 63)

Sequential
explanatory

(n = 36)

Sequential
exploratory

(n = 12)
Multiphase

(n = 3) Total (n = 114)
Semi-structured or unstructured
in-depth individual interview

51 25 10 2 88 (77%)

Focus group (group interview) 27 15 4 2 48 (42%)
Self-administered survey (mail
or web)

27 12 6 2 47 (41%)

Structured interview survey
(face-to-face or phone)

19 12 5 1 37 (32%)

Validated measurement
questionnaire

19 10 2 1 32 (28%)

Observation 7 6 2 0 15 (13%)

aList of references is available on request.
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Table 3 Criteria from the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT)

Study design component Criteria
1. QUAL study or QUAL component of an

MM study
Sources of data relevant to answer the research question
Data analysis relevant to answer the question
Context taken into account in data analysis
Reflexivity of researchers (their influence on findings)

2. QUAN randomized controlled trial or
component of an MM study

Appropriate randomization (or sequence generation)
Concealment allocation (or blinding)
Complete outcome data
Low dropout rate

3. QUAN nonrandomized study
(comparison group) or component of an
MM study

Recruitment minimizing bias
Appropriate measurement (validated or standard)
Similar participants in groups (or differences analyzed)
Complete data, high response rate, and appropriate follow-up

4. Descriptive QUAN study (no comparison
group) or component of an MM study

Sampling appropriate to answer the research question
Sample representative of the population
Appropriate measurement (validated or standard)
Complete data and high response rate

5. MM component of an MM study MM design relevant to answer the research questions
Integration of QUAL and QUAN data and/or results
Consideration of limitations associated with this integration

Abbreviations: MM, mixed methods; QUAL, qualitative method; QUAN, quantitative method.

MMAT: Mixed
Methods Appraisal
Tool

Systematic mixed
studies review:
Literature review
approach in which
qualitative,
quantitative, and
mixed methods studies
are systematically
identified, selected,
appraised, and
synthesized

the methodological quality of MM studies is still in its early stage. O’Cathain (56) reviewed the
literature on the quality of MM research and proposed a comprehensive framework that contains
30 items pertaining to 8 domains of quality: planning quality, design quality, data quality, inter-
pretive rigor, inference transferability, reporting quality, synthesizability, and utility.

At the time of writing, we know of only one validated tool for appraising the methodolog-
ical quality of MM studies (62): the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT). Pluye led the
development of the MMAT, which was based on a theory, a literature review (65), a pilot study
(59), workshops, and consultations with experts (69). The MMAT and its user manual are avail-
able online (http://mixedmethodsappraisaltoolpublic.pbworks.com). The MMAT’s criteria
are summarized in Table 3. In line with Hacking’s constructionist theory (32), doing MM re-
search creates a “looping effect” between QUAL and QUAN evidence and builds a new “mixed
kind” of evidence. Given this conception of MM, the MMAT proposes different criteria for differ-
ent methods: QUAL criteria for evaluating QUAL components of MM studies, QUAN criteria
for QUAN components, and specific MM criteria for MM components, i.e., the integration of
QUAL and QUAN components. The MMAT was pilot tested for its content validity, efficiency,
and reliability (59).

The MMAT was designed for use in systematic mixed studies reviews, which are presented in
the next section. In these reviews, the MMAT allows researchers to appraise studies with diverse
common designs (QUAL, QUAN, and MM). It is used worldwide because it allows researchers to
overcome the difficulties associated with using different critical appraisal tools for different designs,
e.g., the CASP (Critical Appraisal Skills Program) qualitative tool for QUAL studies and the CASP
quantitative tool for QUAN studies (for more information, see http://www.casp-uk.net/). Other
critical appraisal tools for systematic mixed studies reviews are presented in the following free
access Wiki: http://toolkit4mixedstudiesreviews.pbworks.com. However, to our knowledge,
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apart from the MMAT, no tools were specifically designed to appraise the methodological quality
of QUAL, QUAN, and MM components of MM studies (62).

MIXED STUDIES REVIEWS

Literature reviews are essential to support and justify primary research by synthesizing knowledge
on a topic (what is already known) and identifying knowledge gaps. In addition, they support the
production of guidelines to facilitate evidence-based practitioners’ decision making and to provide
an evidence-based rationale for making public health policies. Systematic reviews are typically
known to synthesize data or results from QUAN studies (e.g., reviews of RCTs with/without
meta-analysis) or from QUAL studies (e.g., meta-ethnographies).

Another type of systematic review, systematic mixed studies review (including QUAL, QUAN,
and MM studies), is becoming popular in health sciences. We claim that the term “mixed studies
review” should be preferred over “mixed methods review” because the former reflects the mixing
of studies with diverse designs, whereas in a strict sense, the latter term means a review including
only mixed methods studies. Mixed studies reviews are relevant in public health, particularly with
respect to complex and highly context-sensitive interventions (3). A mixed studies review entails
the synthesis of data or results from studies with diverse designs (25, 68). This emerging form of
literature review can provide a rich and highly practical understanding of complex public health
interventions and programs (70, 82).

Systematic mixed studies reviews follow the seven standard systematic review steps:
(a) writing a review question (or QUAL and QUAN questions); (b) defining eligibility criteria;
(c) applying an extensive search strategy in multiple information sources; (d ) identifying poten-
tially relevant studies (two researchers independently screening titles and abstracts); (e) selecting
relevant studies (based on full text); ( f ) appraising the quality of included studies (using tools
such as the MMAT); and ( g) synthesizing included studies. Systematic reviews involve specialized
librarians (e.g., steps b–c) and at least two researchers working independently to assess the reli-
ability of the review process (e.g., steps d–f ). Following these steps, we propose a Wiki to help
graduate students and researchers design, conduct, and report systematic mixed studies reviews
(http://toolkit4mixedstudiesreviews.pbworks.com). This Wiki includes examples of review
questions, tips for searching studies with diverse designs, critical appraisal tools, the main types of
synthesis design, and proposed template for reporting such reviews (the Wiki was designed to help
train investigators on mixed studies review). The main rationale for conducting a mixed studies
review is to better understand complex interventions, programs, and phenomena. A typical mixed
studies review question is, “What does the qualitative and quantitative evidence tell us about (. . .)?”
In line with the definition of MM research, we define systematic mixed studies review as a type of
literature review in which a team of reviewers identifies, selects, appraises, and synthesizes QUAL,
QUAN, and MM studies. During the synthesis stage, data sources consist of documents reporting
QUAL findings and QUAN results of included studies. Several techniques for synthesizing QUAN
and QUAL data sources have been developed over the past decade such as the Bayesian synthesis,
the Evidence for Policy and Practice Information (EPPI) syntheses, the narrative synthesis, the
realist synthesis, and the thematic analysis (6, 22, 47, 58, 70, 77). Heyvaert et al. (35) proposed a
framework for classifying mixed studies reviews. They developed an 18-design framework based on
three dimensions: the emphasis on QUAL or QUAN methods (i.e., equal or dominant status), the
type of integration (i.e., sequential or convergent), and the level of integration (i.e., partial or full
integration). In accordance with the above-mentioned three main types of MM research designs,
we propose the following classification of mixed studies synthesis designs: sequential exploratory,
sequential explanatory, and convergent (Figure 1). Each synthesis design is described below.
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Stage 1: 

Formulate a review question

Stage 4: 

Identify potential
relevant studies 

Stage 6: 

Appraise the quality
of included studies

Stage 5: 

Select relevant studies

Stage 7: 

Sequential exploratory design

Sequential explanatory design

Convergent design

Stages of systematic review

Types of mixed methods
synthesis designs

Stage 2: 

Define eligibility criteria

Stage 3: 

Apply an extensive
search strategy Phase two: QUAN synthesis

of QUAN studies or all study types

Phase two: QUAL synthesis
of QUAL studies or all study types

QUAL synthesis
or

QUAN synthesis

of all study types

Phase one: QUAL synthesis
of QUAL studies or all study types

Phase one: QUAN synthesis
of QUAN studies or all study types

Synthesize 
included studies

Figure 1
Stages of systematic review and types of mixed studies synthesis designs. “QUAL synthesis” usually refers to
the synthesis of studies into categories (e.g., using thematic analysis). “QUAN synthesis” usually refers to the
synthesis of studies into variables and values (e.g., using content analysis). “All study types” refers to
qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods studies.

Sequential Exploratory Synthesis

For this type of synthesis design, (a) the QUAL synthesis is followed by, and informs, the QUAN
synthesis; and (b) the QUAN synthesis generalizes or tests findings of the QUAL synthesis. These
two phases are consecutive: Phase-one QUAL is necessary for interpreting results of phase-two
QUAN. In phase-one QUAL, results of QUAL, QUAN, and MM studies are transformed into
QUAL findings (e.g., a taxonomy of study results) using QUAL thematic analysis, for instance.
In phase-two QUAN, results of QUAN studies and QUAN results of MM studies are tabulated
and compared when there is a common variable across studies (e.g., a common type of study
results). Then, the interpretation of phase-one and phase-two results suggests new hypotheses and
reveals knowledge gaps. For instance, the purpose of a sequential exploratory synthesis can be to
develop a typology (phase-one QUAL) and to measure available indicators for each type (phase-two
QUAN).
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Examples are provided by Pluye et al. (67) and Mills et al. (49). For example, questions from
Mills et al. addressed the barriers to participation of cancer patients in clinical trials (phase-one
QUAL), and the frequency of these barriers (phase-two QUAN). Frequencies were not avail-
able for all identified barriers, which revealed knowledge gaps (barriers to be measured in future
research).

Sequential Explanatory Synthesis

For this type of synthesis design, (a) the QUAN synthesis is followed by, and informs, the QUAL
synthesis; and (b) the QUAL synthesis helps to explain some results of the QUAN synthesis. These
two phases are consecutive: Phase-one QUAN is necessary for interpreting results of phase-two
QUAL. In phase-one QUAN, results of QUAN studies and QUAN results of mixed methods
studies are pooled in evidence tables for instance, and the presence and importance of differences
in effects may be measured (e.g., using a meta-analysis technique when appropriate). In phase-two
QUAL, findings of QUAL studies and QUAL findings of MM studies are integrated using QUAL
thematic analysis, for instance. Interpretation of phase-one and phase-two results uncovers new
explanations and reveals knowledge gaps. For example, the purpose of a sequential explanatory
synthesis can be to measure effects of public health programs (phase-one QUAN) and to explain
differences in effects (phase-two QUAL).

Harden et al. (34) and Thomas et al. (84) presented examples of this synthesis design. For
instance, the question in the mixed studies review by Thomas et al. was, “What is known about
the barriers to and facilitators of healthy eating among children aged 4–10 years?” (84, p. 1010). In
phase-one QUAN, they systematically reviewed RCTs that measured the effectiveness of public
health interventions on healthy eating in children, then conducted a meta-analysis, and finally
concluded that “the interventions described in the trials were able to increase children’s fruit and
vegetable consumption by about half a portion a day” (84, p. 1011). In phase-two QUAL, they
synthesized findings of QUAL studies on children’s perception of the meaning of healthy eating
(using a QUAL thematic data analysis) and proposed barriers and facilitators of healthy eating
based on children’s viewpoints. They subsequently compared these barriers and facilitators with
interventions assessed in RCTs using questions such as “Which interventions match recommen-
dations derived from children’s views and experiences?” and “Which recommendations have yet
to be tried in soundly evaluated interventions”? (84, p. 1011). They concluded that the two best
interventions increased vegetable consumption by more than 0.4 portions per day and that only
these two interventions matched the children’s viewpoint.

Convergent Synthesis

In convergent synthesis designs, results of included studies are integrated using data transformation
techniques: QUAL or QUAN transformation. In convergent QUAL synthesis design, results
from studies that included QUAL, QUAN, and MM are transformed into QUAL findings. In
convergent QUAN synthesis design, they are transformed into variables. Methods associated with
these synthesis designs are presented below.

Convergent QUAL synthesis. Convergent QUAL syntheses address research questions
such as what, how, and why. To address these questions, results from studies that included
QUAL, QUAN, and MM are transformed into QUAL findings such as themes, configurations,
theories, concepts, and patterns. The most common data transformation technique is QUAL
thematic synthesis. More complex data transformation methods are realist synthesis (to provide
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theory-driven evaluation of public health interventions and programs), critical interpretive
synthesis (to build a new theory), meta-narrative synthesis (to establish concepts), and multiple
case synthesis (to find patterns across case studies). These types of convergent QUAL synthesis
design are useful to address specific public health review questions.

First, thematic QUAL synthesis can address any QUAL review question: “[A] theme is identi-
fied by reading and re-reading the included studies using what is essentially a comparative process,”
which allows investigators to describe, organize, and interpret study results (70, p. 96). Rigor in
thematic synthesis or analysis is based on (a) researchers going back and forth from textual data
to themes, (b) discussion and consensus between researchers, and arbitrage by a third party when
needed. Investigators can conduct a thematic analysis in three ways, depending on the review ques-
tion and background knowledge: inductive (theory-building approach: themes derived from data),
deductive (theory-driven approach: data assigned to predefined themes), and hybrid deductive-
inductive approach (predefined themes, data assigned to themes, and themes supported by data
or revised with data; and new themes derived from data) (7). A review of studies on palliative
care provided an example in which five themes related to the process of shared decision making
were identified: patient preferences, patient participation, outcomes of participation, barriers and
facilitators, and attitudes toward participation (4). In this example, QUAL thematic analysis was
combined with conceptual mapping.

Second, realist synthesis is a popular but complex method requiring a team that includes QUAL
researchers with specific training on the realist approach. Guidance for realist synthesis precludes
standard application (39, 61, 90). This synthesis is theory driven and is used to assess public health
interventions and programs. It produces hypotheses about what works for whom depending on
the context. According to critical realism (79), adapting the synthesis to the context of evidence
production is necessary. The synthesis process is based on a middle-range theory that drives in-
terventions and accounts for the contextual factors that influence social mechanisms of change
to produce outcomes. It is a QUAL synthesis because it involves an ongoing interpretive process
using a theory to build “context-mechanism-outcome” configurations and demi-regularities (pat-
terns derived from configurations). Operational definitions of these methodological concepts are
provided elsewhere (38). For example, Pluye co-led a realist review of the literature on community-
based participatory research (37). The middle-range theory was the partnership synergy theory.
The benefits of participatory research were synthesized from a sample of 23 studies. Seven types of
benefits were proposed, such as the production of culturally and logistically appropriate research.

Third, the purpose of critical interpretive synthesis is to develop new theoretical models to
provide a comprehensive understanding of specific issues (e.g., patient safety), interventions (e.g.,
cancer treatment), and programs (e.g., effective features). This type of mixed studies synthesis
is derived from meta-ethnography (review of QUAL research studies) (55). Researchers extract
concepts from included QUAL and QUAN studies (using thematic analysis, or conceptual map-
ping, or constant comparison). The synthesis critically examines these concepts across studies in
terms of similarities (reciprocal translation) and differences (refutational translation), which allows
researchers to build lines of argument and make a theoretical proposal (23). For example, Boyko
et al. (8) synthesized 17 studies and developed a model of deliberative dialogues (knowledge trans-
lation strategy), including key characteristics of effective dialogues, such as an appropriate mix of
participants.

In contrast, the purpose of meta-narrative synthesis is to establish key concepts (30). Here,
researchers compare definitions (theoretical, methodological, and instrumental) and contexts of
production (key scientists and milieux, research traditions, and languages) of important concepts
across research paradigms and disciplines (30). Meta-narrative synthesis provides a storyline of the
evolution of these concepts over time. Examples include the concepts of diffusion, dissemination,
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CCM: configurational
comparative method

and implementation of innovations (29); tension associated with electronic patient records (28);
and knowledge translation in organizational and policy arenas (17).

Last, the purpose of a multiple case synthesis is to identify patterns across case studies (91).
Conducting pattern analysis requires that similar data were collected in all included primary case
studies. This type of synthesis may be of interest in public health because program evaluation is
often conducted using case study methodology. One example is a synthesis of European state-level
case studies on work stress prevention (43).

Convergent QUAN synthesis. Convergent QUAN syntheses are still rare. A convergent
QUAN synthesis can address typical QUAN public health research questions concerning the
incidence and/or prevalence of a problem or a risk factor and the likelihood and significance of the
association between factors and outcomes. To address such questions, results of included QUAL,
QUAN, and MM studies are transformed into variables. The most common data transformation
technique is content analysis that allows further statistical analyses. Other types of data trans-
formation include the configurational comparative method (Boolean algebra) and the Bayesian
synthesis (probabilities).

Content analysis is a secular technique “for simplifying phenomena” because it can reduce a
large amount of textual data into a small number of variables (70, p. 50). Rigor in content analysis
is based on (a) the reproducibility of the assignment of text to values and (b) the reliability of the
coding (coding scheme based on clear definitions), which is measured using intercoder agreement
statistics (kappa or intraclass correlation) (52). Then, the results of content analysis can be used for
statistical analyses. An example is provided by Buelens et al. (10), who synthesized the literature
on negotiation: Studies with diverse designs were coded and content transformed into variables;
then, a linear regression tested the association between the publication year (dependent variable)
and independent variables of interest, e.g., longitudinal study (yes/no).

In contrast, the configurational comparative method (CCM) is applicable for synthesizing a
small to moderate number of studies (n = 15 to 100) and can produce hypotheses on conditions
associated with outcomes of public health interventions. The concept of condition refers to a key
aspect of a case that is associated with an outcome. CCM has been applied to the synthesis of case
studies, but included studies may not necessarily need to be case studies. For mixed studies reviews,
a case can be defined as a study with an appropriate description of conditions and outcomes. CCM
allows investigators to identify commonalities in the relationships between conditions and out-
comes across cases, referred to as configurations (73). CCM reveals, in a systematic way, whether
a combination of conditions is necessary and/or sufficient for an outcome and tests relationships
between variables using Boolean algebra (e.g., operator AND). The CCM causation principles are
based on research in narrative causation in the social sciences (2). CCM assumes that (a) different
configurations may lead to the same outcome (equifinality), and (b) a condition may be associated
with the presence of an outcome in some cases, and its absence in other cases, depending on the
other conditions (nonuniformity). Although CCM has often been used for primary research since
the 1980s (72), it is rarely used in literature reviews. Rivard & Lapointe (74) used CCM to synthe-
size 89 case studies on the implementation of information technology and proposed hypotheses
about user resistance behaviors.

Finally, the purpose of a Bayesian synthesis is to measure the likelihood of an association
between two variables, e.g., the complexity of (complex versus simple) and adherence to (low
versus high) a medication. Two Bayesian syntheses are often cited (75, 86). In line with Bayes’
theorem, results of included studies are transformed into probabilities. For example, posterior
probability of “high adherence” given “simple medication” depends on prior probabilities of “high
adherence” and “simple medication” and also on conditional probability of “simple medication”
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when “high adherence” (86). The transformation of QUAL data into probabilities is complex (14)
and is based on frequency count (e.g., the number of study participants with “simple medication”).
However, such frequency counts are controversial because QUAL research is not appropriate for
this purpose and typically involves small nonrepresentative samples (78).

Overview of Mixed Studies Reviews

To portray the use of mixed studies synthesis designs, we carried out an overview of mixed
studies reviews. We conducted an exploratory search in Scopus and Medline databases (through
September 2012) using the following search strategy: ((quantitati$ and qualitati$) or (mixed adj
method$) or (multi adj method$)).ti AND limit to review. This search identified a sample of
29 mixed studies reviews among which 11 were retained because they followed the seven stages
of systematic review and had a clear description of the synthesis technique. We then classified
the systematic reviews according to the three types of mixed studies synthesis designs. The most
common type of synthesis found in our sample was convergent (n = 8), of which seven were QUAL
(4, 13, 16, 42, 45, 46, 87) and one QUAN (15). Three other mixed studies reviews were sequential,
two of which used a sequential exploratory synthesis (67, 76) and one used a sequential explanatory
synthesis (12). QUAL thematic synthesis was often used (n = 8). We found no recommendations
for reporting mixed studies reviews such as for systematic reviews (50), with the exception of
specific preliminary publication standards for realist and meta-narrative QUAL syntheses (89, 90).

CONCLUSION

Overall, this article describes MM research designs, which we applied to conceptualize synthesis
designs of mixed studies reviews. In our experience, MM research and mixed studies reviews should
be planned, implemented, and evaluated by researchers with expertise in QUAL and QUAN
methods or by at least two researchers with complementary expertise in QUAN and QUAL
methods. The scientific community needs to build consensus on and provide guidance for assessing
MM research and reporting mixed studies reviews, among other challenges.
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